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Roger Hills continues his description of some of the Island’s listed historic buildings
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First World War POW Hut, St Brelade

The Prisoner of War camp in 1915

Listed as a Site of Special Interest in May 2007. This timber-framed
building was originally part of the Prisoner-of-War camp built at
Blanches Banques in 1915. Following the end of the Great War, it
was moved and used as a farm shop until the early 1990s. The building is of significant historic interest as well as having rarity value as
one of the few surviving military buildings from this period.

Halkett Place Evangelical Church drawn by Poulton andWoodman in 1855.

Halkett Place Evangelical Church, St Helier

Listed as a Site of Special Interest in June 2007. The church was
built in 1855 in the early-decorated Gothic style and is of significant
architectural interest. It has an unusual polygonal interior with a
gallery carried on fourteen tall columns of Caen stone, divided by
pointed arches with foliated capitals. There is a painted stone pulpit with ornate railings, and a concealed ‘singing pew’ behind the
pulpit. A central roof lantern is carried on timber hammer-beams.

Seafield House, St Lawrence

Listed as a Site of Special Interest in June 2007. This Regency villa
was built in 1808-1809 for François Giffard, a leading Jersey banker
and merchant. It is one of the earliest and most ambitious examples of Regency architecture in Jersey and includes a rotunda to
the south front.

Sun Bowls Club pavillion in the 1920s.

Listed as a Site of Special Interest in September 2007. Built in 1928
as the Sports Pavilion and Bowling Green for the Sun Works Sports
Club (The Overseas Trading Corporation). The pavilion is a rare
example of 1920s recreational architecture, which has changed little since first built, and is reminiscent of an earlier age. The interior
is notable for its barrel-vaulted tearoom.

Sun Bowls Club, St Helier

Fishermen’s Cottage, Mount Bingham

Listed as a Site of Special Interest in January 2008. This cottage
dates to the late 1600s, and was originally a pair of semi-detached
dwellings - the only known example of this type of building surviving in Jersey, and thereby of great significance to the Island’s architectural heritage.

Interior, Civil Emergency Centre, St Helier

Jersey Civil Emergency Centre, St Helier

Listed as a Site of Special Interest in January 2008. Originally constructed as a telephone repeater station by the German occupying
forces in 1943/44, the building is of particular historical interest as
it is Jersey’s most important example of Cold War architecture –
being adapted for use as a Civil Emergency Centre and Nuclear
Monitoring Station in the 1950s.

Chateau La Chaire Hotel and Gardens, St Martin

Listed as a Site of Special Interest in March 2008. Built around
1920, this is one of Jersey’s finest Arts and Crafts style houses with
an interesting composition and features such as tile hung gables, a
medieval inspired stone porch, and an inglenook fireplace and oak
panelling to the interior. The house is set within extensive and historic gardens that were landscaped principally between 1841 and
1860 by renowned Victorian horticulturalist Samuel Curtis.

New North Quay Level Luffing Crane, St Helier

Listed as a Site of Special Interest in March 2008. This 7-ton railmounted level-luffing crane was manufactured by renowned cranemakers Stothert & Pitt Ltd of Bath and installed on the New North
Quay in 1949. It is of special historical importance as the oldest
surviving crane in St Helier harbour.

The Hollies, St Aubin

Listed as a Site of Special Interest in May 2008. This former merchant’s house dates to the late 17th Century and contains features
of particular significance to the architectural history of Jersey – most
notably the earliest known surviving examples of timber sash windows in Jersey, and one the earliest surviving timber staircases in the
Island.
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